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1. Introduction

Metahamster ($MHAM) is a token launched on Binance Smart Chain with automatic liquidity pool growth and holder
rewards through transaction taxation. This is to bring a community together on the mission to Metaverse.
Metahamster was created with the aim of building the metaverse which will bring together customers, and product
owners. The metaverse will be created where the product owners can create their own stores and advertising
campaigns, and customers can access these campaigns and products. A social platform, play-to-earn NFT games,
and rewards will also be created for customers to spend time in this metaverse.

2. Features
Re-distribution to holders

Limited Supply

4% BNB is redistributed to all existing Metahamster
holders who hold at least 75,000,000,000 $MHAM
tokens.

The maximum token supply will only be 10,000,000,000,000,000
$MHAM.

Auto allocation to Liquidity Pool

Metahamster tokens that are unlocked within certain periods of
50% of the supply will be burned for the ecosystem.

4% of each transaction will be allocated into the
Liquidity pool on the PancakeSwap.
Massive Marketing
4% BNB of each transaction will be assigned to the
marketing wallet which will be used for the future
development of the project.

Manual Burn

Security Features
No pre-sale has been made in Metahamster. Initial MHAM-BNBLP locked for 1 year. AUDIT confirmation has been taken.

3. Tokenomics
Token Name: Metahamster

Stage 2
Building the community and a core team.
Creation of the social media account
Deployment of the contract
Verification on BscScan
Launch of the website
Release of the whitepaper
Initial liquidity locked for 1 year

Stage 3
Meetings with CEXs
The first minor exchange listing
More..

Launch on PancakeSwap
Advertising and marketing
Third-party audit
Listing on the Coingecke
Listing on the CoinMarketCap
Metahamster Swap
Future metaverse development and partnerships.

5. Projects
P2E Games

Metaverse

Developing games like Mazes of MHAM where players have
MHAM to get in the labyrinth and win hidden NFTs around
the maze and who can nish the maze gets a special prize,
there will be some traps in the maze to capture the
hamsters, the game is developing under the Unity engine.

A metaverse city including buildings that will consist of virtual
stores and advertising campaigns. This is to bring together
customers, and project owners. A decentralized organization
that can be accessed by individuals connected to the Internet
anywhere in the world with their personal wallets.

NFTs

Events

3 types of NFTs. Gold ones will be distributed to our top
500 holders. Silver ones will be distributed between the top
500-1000 holders. Bronze ones will be distributed between
the top 1000-2000 holders. It will be announced when we
reached 5000 holders. People with these NFTs will be
privileged in the metaverse.

Meet our community and join the events. It will be the world's
largest metaverse event which individual holders will meet in
the speci ed locations before. According to the agreements,
companies will be able to organize their own events in these
locations.
Rewards

fi

fi

Explore hidden metaverse rewards. These rewards can be
getting a discount on the stores which in the metaverse,
MHAM token prizes, special NFTs, etc. Also, there will be
leaderboards on the games and winners get special rewards.

6. Informational Links
Official Website: https://metahamster.io/
Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/metahamster_io
Official Telegram: https://t.me/metahamsterofficial
Official Telegram Announcement: https://t.me/metahamster_ann
Whitepaper: https://metahamster.io/Metahamster%20Whitepaper%20v1.pdf
Manual Burn Schedule: https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/detail/0x9428f4cD18896eDa03633429c3f52e5244504D14
Liquidity Locked: https://www.pinksale.finance/#/pinklock/detail/0x99676afcF7eAC3F0F237709B0a615a05FF9ba23d
Verified Contract: https://bscscan.com/address/0x9428f4cD18896eDa03633429c3f52e5244504D14
Audit: https://auditrate.tech/images/pdf/Metahamster_0x9428f4cD18896eDa03633429c3f52e5244504D14.pdf
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